In view of investigating the stability of a closed (toroidal) configuration in the high temperature collisionless regime, a one-dimensional model simulating the effects of magnetic curvature variation, magnetic shear, and particle trapping is It is recalled that while no wave localized in a region of unfavorable curvature was found in the high temperature collisional regime, a wave driven by the known drift mechanism but localized over distances shorter than h can be found in the collisionless regime.
larger than L have to be considered. In the first case they can be stabilized by shear, in the second case waves with transverse wavelengths short enough as to make the effects of transverse inertia prevail over those of longitudinal ion inertia remain unstable. The influence of trapped particles is investigated finding that it contributes to reducing growth rates. Stability conditions are given for the most significant cases observing that, for non-hydromagnetic types of mode, they are easier than those obtained for the collisional regime.
It is recalled that while no wave localized in a region of unfavorable curvature was found in the high temperature collisional regime, a wave driven by the known drift mechanism but localized over distances shorter than h can be found in the collisionless regime.
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INTRODUCTION
It has been shown previously that configurations which have favorable average magnetic curvature (e. g. , are €> dJL/B stable) but have no shear can be unstable in the presence of electron-ion collisions. The aim of the present work is to give an analysis for a model of this type of configuration considering the collisionless regime where wave-particle resonances replace the effects of electron-ion collisions. We limit ourselves to investigating electrostatic modes, considering the low /3 limit. Then the paper is structured as follows: In Sec. A we define the equilibrium and discuss the analytical aspects of the stability problem. In Sec. B we recognize the relevance of waves having the same periodicity as the magnetic curvature and study one of them, the "gravitational" wave, having its frequency where 0 < h < 1 . The scale lengths here introduced will be considered in the ordering x<^r< h < R < L , where r = -(d£n n /dx) n being c s o o the particle density. Later on we shall introduce an additional modulation of B to take into account the effects of trapped particles.
To deal with the collisionless regime we adopt the Vlasov equation, so that the equilibrium is described by: 
The Stability
Dealing with a system having low $, we limit consideration to electrostatic perturbations from the equilibrium, having phase velocity less than the Alfven velocity.
Then, linearizing the Vlasov equation and integrating along particle trajectories, we have:
If a. represents the gyration radius, for a, < r « L , the lowest order expression for the particle orbits around x = 0 is
(101
In consistence with our previous ordering s of the scale length distances, we have taken into account only the curvature drift and neglected its velocity dependence. This will limit us to consider instabilities with frequency:
'thi i R with the reasonable assumption that resonances with this drift frequency do not affect in an essential way the conclusions we shall derive.
Normal Mode Equations in the Absence of Shear
To represent this case we take L = °° . Moreover we neglect for assuming that they are localized in the x direction and k » 9/9x . This leads us to consider <p (x, z) ~ 0 (z) and n and dn/dx as constants in lowest order. The dispersion relation is obtained by setting n.(z) = n (z) .
In particular, defining T = T /T. , we obtain after carrying out standard 6 J.
integrations of the orbit method : electron Larmor radius has been taken as negligible.
We can carry out the integration over t 1 by expanding
in series of Bessel function, as was done before integration over v for the 
The dispersion relation results from setting equal to zero the Hill det 3;:minant resulting from Eqs. (7. A). We will be allowed to make a similar expansion for the ion term if v /L > kv (implying ka. < R /L, , a reasonable assumption. As a consequence, we notice that if CO as kvr as it is found for the usual drift a (universal) instability, we shall not be allowed to consider V.T "" v d g corresponding to T /T. ~ h r/R , the limit where the drift instability is stabilized by the effects of good curvature. On the other hand, this limit is difficult to achieve in practice, so that we can be justified in not devoting special attention to it.
Limiting the expansion of the Bessel functions in Eqs. 
Nonresonant Gravitational Wave
We shall consider at first the latest type of wave. Then in lowest order we have, for the real part of the frequency:
Choosing at first the smaller {negative) root we see that, *in order to obtain li) > kv , we have to take b « 1 , and then g T)
I"
.9- with kv (kv + W ), the order of the diagonal ones.
Then, in lowest order, the Hill determinant can be reduced to that of a 3 X 3 matrix formed by the central elements. This leads to the dispersion relation,
and see that instability occurs for CO < kv T , equivalent to
where Im(W) < 0 . A very similar circumstance was found in the collisional regime where the unstable gravitational wave was associated with the effects of resistivity.
We notice that now the order of magnitude of the growth rate is wave. This is also a circumstance which is common to the resistive case.
Taking Eq. {5. B) we now obtain in lowest order
where
We notice that, in order to reduce consistently the Hill determinant to the led to Eqs. (7. A).
-16-Then we obtain, in the small b limit*
= (1 + -L) ?(n+«) -V
+ -
As in the previous sections we consider modes with 2v ./L, < W < 2 /L thi the and suppose that shear is so small that 0) > ZK V , /L , for K « 1 . Then, the with the intention of examining the gravitational wave, we obtain for n = 0
where p = -' s/V Ct)L>/2v . For n = 1 we have, to lowest order,
and an analogous equation for n = -1 .
-17-If we consider the operator acting upon #(1) in Eq. (5. C), for the modes we study, the prevailing terms are:
The latter term is the more important when we do not consider the resonant condition, i.e. , | (0 j < kv T . We are then led to the equation,
2 /2 which is of the Weber type. We consider the lowest eigensolution e In order to have localized solutions we require Re a > 0 and for the validity of the equation we require k a./2 < 1 which corresponds to b Q £ < 1 and 0) > 2« v, /L . Then, we obtain: the
where G represents the terms due to the unfavorable periodic curvature.
Then we shall distinguish three cases: In this case, neglecting the unfavorable curvature terms, the roots of the dispersion relation are all nonlocalized. If we include these small terms, the roots remain nonlocalized. Consequently, we can consider the condition S > 2 h (1 + T)/T (r/R ) as a condition of stability of the present mode.
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We recall that this condition is of the same type as the one given in Ref. 1, for the inertial mode due to unfavorable curvature.
2) b<(2h/T)(r/R ). Then, referring to Eq. (9. C), the relevant roots of the dispersion relation without the unfavorable curvature terms are represented in Fig. 2 .
We can see that if the shear is sufficiently small an unstable solution can be found-For this, we need to prove that the corresponding mode is localized.
In particular, considering the condition of marginal stability, where the -20- When this condition is not satisfied the relevant instability is of the same type as the one associated with the drift wave when, for br < 2hr/R , the growth is related with the term due to periodic curvature.
When this condition is satisfied, we have to study the influence of the l/2 l/2 periodic curvature terms. Since S > 2h(l + T)/T (r/R ) the root of the dispersion relation will be close to -T . We can use this information to keep only the most important terms in Eq. (7. C). More precisely, we take: 
Using the notations of Sec. B, this can be written as:
- ( We know from the analysis of the dispersion relation, without shear, that we have two roots, 6W > and 6U) < 0 , of which only $W satisfied the conditions of validity of the equation. Now, the dispersion relation with shear has four roots. If we ignore the small ip terms, two of these roots are real and close to 6w.
• The root which is smaller than 6 <t > is nonlocalized, the other one, when increasing the shear, goes into the root studied in case 2. For the two other roots which are in the vicinity -23--24-of 6w and correspond to the drift wave, the equation is not valid. We can conclude that a very small shear is sufficient to make the resonance disappear.
-24- However, it is clear that condition (2. D) does not apply to the case ik z ^ 2 i n Z/L where we consider perturbations of the form e f<f> e with n k < l/Li , as we do at the end of this section. This is an important point for consideration, as in configurations with closed lines of force l/k -26-cannot be chosen arbitrarily large but will have to be of the order of the circumference length. If L, is of the order of this length, the criteria given above then hold for all possible low-frequency instabilities.
2) We now assume that condition (1. D) is not satisfied.
In order to derive some conclusions valid for b < 1 we return to consider the 3X3 determinant with the intention of justifying later its consistency. Then, for (0 = -kv,T + 6 CO and F{b) = 1 -I (b) e" d o we obtain
so that, for b « 1 ,
Consider the three terms inside brackets:
-the first one represents the effect of the bad curvature and is destabilizing for br < Zhr/R .
-the second one represents the usual drift instability mechanism, connected with the ion inertia across the field which is counteracted by the average good curvature, and is destabilizing for bT > 2hr/R c -the third one represents the stabilizing effect of the ion inertia along the lines of force. We can then derive the following conclusions:
(a) For bT < 2 hr/R the drift mechanism is ineffective and, since i C 2 2 2 a fortiori bT < 2hrR /L, for R > L, , the stabilizing ion term prec c vails over the one due to the bad curvature.
(b) For 2h r/R < bT < 2 r/L the ion term dominates the drift destabilizing one and the wave is again stable.
( c ) For bT > 2 r/L > 2h r/R , the wave is unstable to the usual drift c mechanism.
In all cases for consistency of the derivation, we require that the ion term in the n = 2 diagonal element be larger than the off diagonal term. This is verified for bT < r R /Z L , which is compatible with the limits c considered above.
-27--28-3) For bf > r R /2L we cannot reduce the Hill determinant to a 
-30-then using the expression of 6 6W we get:
In the expression for y , we can recognize the stabilizing contributions (i.e.
favorable curvature term, in this case always smaller than the term representing the unfavorable curvature, and longitudinal ion inertia term) and the destabilizing ones. The growth rate y is of the same order as usual if we take n = 1, a ~ 4 . On the other hand this "ballooning" type of mode cannot be found if a < 1, implying the stability criterion:
valid for any value of b.
We come to the conclusion that as long as it is possible to establish a drift mode in the region where curvature is unfavorable to stability, the criterion of stabilizing the relevant mode by a deep average well depth is not valid. Stability is instead achieved by having relatively short connection lengths. We recall that, contrary to this case, "ballooning" types of mode localized in regions of unfavorable curvature had not been found in the high temperature collisional regime. The reason is that in the two cases the equations for the relevant modes have two different parts which are set equal zero to lowest order to obtain the real part of the frequenoy. Therefore in one case we have to lowest order solutions which can involve all the terms of the Hill determinant and on the other solutions involving just the 3X3 center elements of it.
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In the first case it is important to observe that since the drift wave can also be localized in one region of unfavorable curvature, this wave is In fact we do not consider here flute instabilities, which may be due to the trapped particles. Then, for our purpose it is sufficient to insert the orbits of the trapped electrons into Eq. {6. A) and leave the ion equation, Eq. (5. A)
unchanged. So, if we imagine writing the dispersion relation, setting the relevant Hill determinant equal to zero, we can again recognize in lowest order two types of waves: the gravitational wave, obtained assuming that the perturbation is constant along the magnetic field lines, and the drift wave. Therefore, the resonant electrons do not affect, in lowest order, the real part of the frequency but just the imaginary part. Now, on the basis -32--33-of the quadratic form discussed in Appendix II, where we see that the sign of the imaginary part of the frequency depends on that of the real part, we may argue that introducing the effect of trapped particles will modify the growth rate but not change its sign.
We can assume for our purpose <X< 1 , i.e. t small field modulation. . In order for
. Therefore
The factor within brackets then represents the relative change of the growth rate when the wave resonates with particles trapped at the "bottom" of the magnetic well so that the wave frequency is equal or in a multiple of the bouncing frequency. So we see that the relative reduction of the growth rate is of the order of In addition drift waves localized in one region of unfavorable curvature can also be found, therefore giving rise to a sort of "ballooning" mode. The main difference from hydromagnetic "ballooning" modes is that in the present case the magnetic curvature is not driving the instability but just determining its topology. AB a consequence this type of wave is not stabilized by increasing the well depth nor resent from the fact that the lines of force close around the toroid. The relevant stability criterion comes from inforcing that the "connection" length L be sufficiently short as to insure 1 -Then 6 to > 0 and the wave is stable.
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